
HUMOROUS SPEECH

Public speaking can be a lot of fun, especially when humor is included. The use of humor to have an audience agree
with your point of view can go a long way in .

How to be the perfect gentleman or lady. In order to become old and wise, you must first be young and stupid.
How to reach your goals with humor. You need to marry the person who gives you the same feeling you get
when you see food coming at a restaurant. Tips for choosing a practical lunch box, and above all a cool one.
How not to get a date. Answers on the meaning of life. It generated big laughs and I am glad I included it, but
seeking consultation about risky jokes is imperative. Adding humor is considered blasphemy to many but my
unique approach allowed for the laughter to flow from the content of the speech. Had he stopped at the 4th
attempt, we would all be riding horses. Each year I made it to the Division level but failed to advance. The
women are thrilled that the men are listening. Ways to live on the cheap spending as little money as you can.
Come out and fight like a man! Sometimes when you need expert advice you should just have a chat with
yourself. If you are planning to participate you should download the ballot and study it so you intimately know
the judging criteria. I can only absorb so much, so when you see this card, you need wrap up and move on.
This discovery had to be shared with men everywhere. An exclusive interview with Steve Barancik, comedic
storyteller. At Toastmasters, we evaluate each other all the time. The audience feels superior to the speaker.
Rare speed limits and the reasons why. Ten ways to use Twitter with fun public speaking purposes in a
maximum of characters. But to take notes? Be happy, it drives people crazy! By plans I mean I want to stay
home and watch Netflix. Because of his persistent efforts, we may one day commute to and fro from Mars.
Fingerprints are unique for every human. Then I had a mad idea. People got the point. Gift wrapping tips for
men. Contest chair, fellow Toastmasters, and all you men out there who know just how tight it is under a bed.
Funny facts about women. Finally, the time. The laughs were great. Continuing with the theme of
Toastmasters. The process is built on the foundational humor principles I outline here: Humor Simplified and
Demystified Once you read and understand that information, you are ready to begin using The Laugh
Generator process. Specifically I recommend you talk about a time you metaphorically fell into a manhole.
Sometimes you just need to take a nap and get over it.


